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Introduction 
…. to a changing  European world 

2004: ‘astonishing diversity and total underdevelopment’ 

• Germany perhaps then the most advanced 

2005: European Commission ‘Green Paper’ 

2006: Court of Justice: Manfredi judgment 

2008: European Commission ‘White paper’ 

• ‘almost’ draft Directive 

2011: Court of Justice: Pfleiderer judgement 

• confirmed in Donau Chemie – June 2013 

2013:European Commission  

• draft Directive 

• draft recommendation on collective redress 

 



Who sues 
…and where 

Who: 

• consumer associations 

• companies 

• special purpose vehicles 

• European Commission 

Where 

• Germany 

• Netherlands 

• England 

• …… Italy! 

 



English courts: ‘foreign’ parties 
… an oligarchs’ playground? 

• English courts – major international dispute resolution forum 

• up to 90% of commercial dispute resolution in London  law firms 
involves a ‘foreign’ party 

• Expansive view of jurisdiction 

• common law: ‘within the Queen’s writ’ 

• plus service out of the jurisdiction 

• modified by ‘Brussels regulation: place of defendant’s domicile 
unless… 

• Competition cases usually international 

• cartels almost always multi-national 

• abuse of dominance? 

• ….. and increasing competition case load in London 



English courts: German cartel 
defendants 
• ‘Brussels’ Regulation (44/2001): jurisdiction to court of… 

• domicile of defendant (Art 2);  

• place where effect of harmful act occurred (or any of them) (Art 

5(3));or 

• suit already pending against other defendants in ‘same’ (or 
similar) claim (Art 6). 

• Who can be a defendant 

• the undertaking (High Court) 

• Provimi (2003) 

• Cooper Tire (2009) 

• the named addressees (Court of Appeal) 

• Emerson v Morgan Crucible (2012) 



German cartel defendants: indirect 
liability 
• ‘Joint and several liability’ for cartel defendants 

• English law mechanism = claim for a contribution 

• 1978 Act – a ‘just and equitable’ contribution 

• time limit to claim extended 

• can be heard in English court even if court did not have 
jurisdiction in original claim 

• ‘just and equitable’ – gives court wide discretion 

• and may include part of English litigation costs 

• problems of finality: contribution claim can be made at any 
time  

• in practice, hoping the issue will go away will not work 

 



Claiming in London 
… or advantage Germany? 

Claim already on-going – should you join in? 

• if you need evidence of loss – English disclosure rules 

• if you can join a group – spreads litigation costs risk  

New claim 

• Is your defendant English? Is your evidence in English? 

European Commission proposals 

• all Member States to provide for document disclosure 

• but ‘carefully controlled’ 

• English disclosure ‘automatic’ and wide ranging 

• and has extended to Commission documents (National Grid) 

• query extent of Commission proposals – Donau Chemie 



Collective redress 
…. advantage London (but not yet)? 

Commission  draft recommendation 

• everyone needs ‘collective redress’ for all directly effective EU 
law 

• ‘opt-in’ unless justified 

UK proposals 

• Class actions:  
• but only for competition claims in specialist Tribunal; 

• justified as previous ‘opt-in’ system did not work; 

• ‘opt-out’ only for UK residents (domiciled): others may opt-in if 
they wish; 

• no contingency fees or exemplary damages 

• jurisdiction rules unchanged 

• Draft in Parliament already – legislation early next year 

 



Summary 

• German involvement in English competition litigation not 
usually voluntary 

• but recent recognition from English courts for jurisdictional 
restraint 

• Changes – both at EU and UK levels mean that competition 
litigation will become more high profile 

• promotion of specialist Competition Appeal Tribunal; 

• more consumer claims? 

• England and Holland collective redress centres for EU 
competition law? 

• Practice of competition law to become more contentious? 

 

 

 


